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EDITORIAL 

Firstly I must personally apologise for the very late appearance of the Squeaker 

this month – at least we are hoping to get it to you within the month of March! 

As many of you are aware, I am currently undergoing treatment which has 

knocked me back very hard and I have not felt well enough or able to 

concentrate up to now in producing Edition 150.  Enough of my woes, I will not 

speak of them again. 

Secondly with COVID-19, things have changed radically. Many of us in Langrish 

and Ramsdean are over 70 and/or have conditions likely to make us vulnerable 

to the virus which puts us in isolation. Since the rest of us have to restrict whom 

they meet and where they go, this edition and at least the next in June will be 

emailed to the Parish Council email list and published online on the Squeaker 

website. If it is possible to print off a copy and get it to people who are not on 

the Internet (without breaking rules), it would be good to do so. As things are 

changing fast, any new important edicts or changes will be sent out as and when 

necessary either on the Squeaker website or the village Facebook page. A very 

good list of people volunteering to do things for others is already up and 

running. 

I hope you enjoyed the Squeaker Supplement last week. 

This edition of The Squeaker will be shorter than normal and will not contain 

some of the usual items such as Village Calendar as they are currently irrelevant

              

       Rosemary Hopewell - March 2020 

 Our thanks to the following contributors:- 

Articles and Suggestions 

Anonymous, Jane Ball, Julie Blackwell, Caroline Hinder (Rosemary Foundation), 

Betty and Ian Wesley. 

Unsigned articles are by the Editor 

 Pictures 

Betty Wesley, the Editor and the Internet  

 

Articles and letters to the Editor etc all very welcome.  Please send them in. 
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PARISH AND COMMUNITY NEWS 

The parish council met on 28th January and 9 March 2020. 

Bus stop and lay-by on A272                                                                                                          

The January meeting was attended by six members of the public who were very 

concerned about the lack of standing room beside the bus stop on the 

westbound carriageway of the A272 opposite Tollbar Cottages where up to 5 

children may get off the school bus at the same time; and the repeated damage 

being done to cars in the nearby lay-by.                                                                        

Hampshire County Council advised Langrish PC in early March that they were 

looking at a small scheme to enlarge the waiting area for the bus stop but due to 

its location the work would have to be done at night. They were finalising traffic 

management and timing with other agencies and would get back to us. 

Unfortunately it is now highly unlikely because of the COVID-19 situation that 

this will be done in the near future. They also informed us that they had no 

money to enlarge the lay-by. 

Chevrons                                                                                                                                          

50% of the new chevrons, on Bordean Hill are partially or completely destroyed 

and are causing dangerous hazards. Highways have been asked whether they 

intend to replace them or to remove them, as would be the wish of the PC. We 

await their reply. 

Footpaths and rights-of-way.                                                                                                     

Five new kissing gates are being installed on the footpath designated Langrish 

21 (in Ramsdean) and the landowner has offered to replace the remaining two. 

COVID-19                                                                                                                                                                    

As we all know, this has changed everything. Since the embargo on meetings of 

more than two people it is been decided to cancel indefinitely all parish council 

meetings – although the council will continue to liaise with one another using 

conferencing services (free), to conduct essential business. This means that the 

Annual General Meeting and Annual Parish Meeting both scheduled for Monday 

11th of May have been cancelled but as they are statutory they will be 

rescheduled much later in the year. We have also closed the playground at 

Reeds Meadow until further notice. 

The Parish Council will continue to inform people by email of any significant 

instructions or changes that are sent out from the authorities. 
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LANGRISH CHURCH - CONTINUED 

Dramatis personae.  

In 1840, John Horsey Waddington of Shawford House near Winchester, bought a 

Cromwellian farmhouse, buildings and land, in the village of Langrish, which he 

extended substantially to become the present day Langrish House and Home 

Farm. He was much interested in farming and known for good works having 

given, inter alia, the fair sum in those days of £900 to the Royal Hants Hospital in 

1859 . He then set about expanding his ownerships to form the Langrish estate. 

He had three sons and one daughter. John, like his father was educated at 

Harrow and served in the Enniskillen Dragoons. George was educated at 

Winchester and became a Fellow of New College, Oxford. His third son Thomas 

died in 1847. His daughter had married Frederick Delme-Radcliffe of Hitchen 

Priory, Hertfordshire and had a large family. However one of her daughters 

Constance Louisa, incidentally, had married Charles William Talbot-Ponsonby, 

owner of considerable estates in Ireland and in accordance with the Will of his 

uncle William, Lord Ponsonby, had assumed by deed both the name and arms of 

Ponsonby in addition to those of Talbot.  

A new Church.  

John determined to build, in any event, not just a church but to ensure also a 

Vicarage, school and headmasters house to serve the village.  

John Waddington Senior had died in 1863 and his two surviving sons, John and 

George who were unmarried, lived at Langrish House; John farmed the land and 

was a Magistrate. Both brothers were always ready to help the sick and needy 

and even assisted the two daughters of the East Meon vicar with parish visiting. 

They devoted their lives to the village.  

George greatly wished to have a church built in Langrish for the benefit of 

villagers who otherwise had to trudge twice on Sundays the two miles or more 

to East Meon church. It is said they usually arrived early to have a good ‘ jaw ‘ in 

the churchyard before the service! George ‘skimped’ himself, putting the money 

from his New College Oxford Fellowship towards the cost of the new church 

building.  

Their choice of Architect 

The brothers engaged the well known Ewan Christian, architect to the 

Ecclesiastical Commissioners and later to become famous for designing the 
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National Portrait Gallery in London to draw up plans. (Such plans are now 

lodged in Winchester). However the chosen site sloped from the hanger 

towards the Winchester road and needed to be levelled. This was heavy and 

expensive work absorbing available labour for months to the chagrin of local 

farming folk who were obliged to provide men and horses! There had been talk 

of building the church on level ground immediately to the south west of 

Langrish House but the brothers considered this location likely to be an 

inconvenience for most villagers.  

Laying of the Foundation Stone.   

On 26th October 1869 Mrs Nicholson, wife of Col. William Nicholson, the local 

MP living at Basing Park, Privett, and Nicholson’s gin heir, was invited to lay the 

foundation stone of the new church using a splendid silver trowel which still 

remains in the possession of the church. 

Building was finished in just over 12 months in 1871 so that this fine, unspoilt 

example of a late Victorian church will celebrate its 150th anniversary next year 

-2021 !  

          Anonymous 
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LANGRISH AND RAMSDEAN FRIENDS 

We have held three Friends events since the last edition of “The Squeaker”. 

Wednesday 11th December 

Christmas meal at Langrish House 

 

The Christmas meal was well attended and was, as 

always, a very happy and relaxed event with lots of 

chatter and laughter and, of course, good food. 

 

Thursday 30th January 

Wine and cheese tasting at Langrish House 

A January meeting is an unusual occurrence for 

the Friends, as was the tutored wine and cheese 

tasting. The format proved to be very popular. 

We tasted 5 wines accompanied by local cheeses. 

The atmosphere was very relaxed and Sara 

Bangert, the Sales Director from The General Wine Company in Lavant Street in 

Petersfield proved to be an excellent tutor.    

Thursday 12th March 7:30 pm 

Meal, AGM and Langrish 2001 video screening 

After a very pleasant meal and copious 

amounts of wine the Friends AGM was held 

and the committee were elected en bloc to 

serve another year. After the AGM a video, 

which was made in 2001 by the children of 

the village, was screened to widespread 

interest.  If you would like to see the video 

it’s available on the East Meon History Group 

website or YouTube here and here. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=sbt2LEuBWh8&feature=youtu.be
https://www.eastmeonhistory.org.uk/content/catalogue_item/millennium-videos/langrish-2001
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Future Events 

These events were planned but everything is on hold until further notice . 

Thursday 23rd April 7:30 pm 

Meal and Talk by Pippa Lee at Langrish House 

Dolphins, Whales, Turtles and Me – adventures with and lessons from the beings of the sea 
  

A talk about where Ian and I have been disappearing to in recent years. The talk 
will reveal all with stories, soul touching experiences, a little education and an 
introduction to the World Cetacean Alliance and its work to protect and support 
dolphins and whales. There’ll be photos and video too. 

Saturday 25th April 2:00 pm 

Litter pick in Ramsdean and Langrish. 

May/June  

Village Walk followed by afternoon tea 

Clearly this is going to be weather and season dependent. Date to be advised. 

Sunday 30th August 12:00 noon 

Village Lunch 

This year it will be held in Langrish at The Old Hopkiln, courtesy of Marjorie Day. 

September   

Visit to the Liss Archaeology dig at the Stroud Roman Villa 

Dave Butcher will give us a tour of the 2020 excavations; if it is anything as good 

as last year’s tour, this is not to be missed! 

Friends Bursary 

The Friends has funds which are available to help young people with projects 

they would like to undertake in their summer vacations; in previous years we 

helped to fund James Barden to attend a World Scout Jamboree and Charles 

Haydon to undertake voluntary work in Peru.  

Please contact our treasurer Sylvia Deadman if you are interested. 

Betty Wesley 
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INTRODUCING PETERSFIELD COMMUNITY RADIO 

Petersfield Community Radio provides a non-profit audio and radio service 

dedicated to people and communities in the town and its surrounding villages.  

We’re a team of volunteers who are building Petersfield’s open radio service. 

Currently there are more than 100 registered volunteers and supporters to 

share the voices and stories of Petersfield people, celebrate and amplify the 

creativity in the town, and provide local information to link our community and 

help to build a strong local society.  

I became involved when my 13-year-old 

daughter, Nina, showed interest in 

attending the first Community Radio 

meeting in January 2019. Since then Nina 

has recorded a number of interviews for 

the project and become a member of the 

TPS Radio Club. Expecting to remain the 

‘responsible adult’ for Nina and sit 

comfortably behind the scenes, I was surprised to be asked to be one of the co-

presenters of the radio’s podcast, the P pod (P stands for Petersfield – of 

course!) alongside Petersfield resident Joff Lacey. 

It has been quite a journey since the P pod launched in October 2019. We meet 

every Monday evening to record the weekly podcast, using different locations in 

the ‘Petersphere’ as our recording studio. Through this I have met an array of 

incredible local people who have all shown support for the Community Radio as 

well as generously donating their time (and occasionally their premises) for our 

podcasts. 

The P pod has now produced more than 20 podcasts, each available to listen to 

via download or streaming from all normal podcast outlets. Each episode 

features interviews with local personalities, town businesses, clubs and 

associations, provides a report on sports news and local events, as well as local 

news working alongside the Petersfield Post and highlights local issues. There 

are also regular features such as money news, Petersfield-area weather, fitness 

advice and walks with local author Suzie Wilde. 

The project partners with four local schools – The Petersfield School, Churcher’s 

College, Bedales and Ditcham Park – to help young people develop personal 
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confidence through storytelling and 

interview skills, and how to distinguish 

journalism from disinformation and fake 

news. The Schools Audio Day brought 

together 20 students from the four partner 

schools for a day of practical learning about 

audio. We hope to include regular audio 

from the schools in the future.                                 

Listening numbers are now more than 1,000 

per month and the team behind the P pod, led by broadcast industry veteran 

Stephen Martin, and ITV Good Morning Britain’s chief correspondent, Richard 

Gaisford, who both live locally, hope the podcast and additional online audio is a 

major step towards introducing a continuous radio stream and, in the future, to 

secure a broadcast licence from OFCOM. 

So if you haven’t already, please have a listen!  You can find us at 
petersfieldradio.uk where all the audio is available.   

Claire Vennis 

THE ROSEMARY FOUNDATION 

After relocating from Langrish to central Petersfield a year ago, we were called 
by the CQC last July, advising we were to be inspected by the CQC- Care Quality 
Commission.                                                                                                                                              
Over 2 very gruelling days, our CQC inspector looked at every component of our 
service, from Nurses references dating back years to our policies and 
procedures.  Patients, relatives, other Health Care Professionals we work with 
and support, plus some of our nurses were interviewed.                                                 

We waited patiently for months to receive the outcome. In November, we were 
advised we had been awarded an outstanding rating, we were delighted. A 
selection of positive comments reflecting the Rosemary Foundation 
included:- “The staff felt supported and listened to; effective working 
partnerships were evident; the caring and passionate nature was demonstrated 
by the team; patients and relatives felt confident in the ability of the staff.”                                               
And many more.                                                                                                                             
We are so very fortunate to have such a dedicated team of nurses, volunteers 
and trustees. On behalf of the Rosemary foundation we would like to thank 
everyone for your continued support.                                                                               
                 Caroline Hinder 
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BARROW HILL FARMHOUSE 

 

Barrow Hill Farmhouse is yet another of our Grade 2 listed buildings. It was 

originally timber-framed but has had much alteration and recladding in the 17th, 

18th and 19th centuries. The upper front wall is tile-hung, the lower is brickwork 

of English and Flemish bonds meeting in the middle at a vertical joint. The north 

wall is mostly malmstone with brick dressings (of two different periods) and the 

south gable is slate-hung. The front roof is slate but most of the roof is of tile. 

There are 20th century windows and doorways at each end elevation. The 

interior indicates its origin as a timber frame house, the lower rear wing having 

a barn-type frame.                                                                                                                                                

                        Ian Wesley 

 

 

QUIZ ANSWERS 
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CHANGE IS IN THE AIR 

Change can be good or bad, exciting or scary depending on the circumstances. Is 

this something that we want to happen or not? How much are we in control? 

Even if it’s a change we want to happen it can still be difficult or throw up things 

we hadn’t expected. We’re going to be experiencing some changes in our parish 

this year and definitely of the good variety.                                                                                                 

In December we were very pleased to appoint the Rev’d Mary Jepp as the new 

associate priest for West Meon and Warnford and she was to be officially 

licensed on 17th May at a joint service at 10.30am in West Meon. Her licence will 

look a little different to the one that Lionel Stock held when he was there, 

though. Mary will be licensed as associate priest for West Meon and Warnford, 

East Meon and Langrish. That doesn’t look like much of a difference but behind 

that title is a shift in how our parishes are going to be working together.                                        

You might have noticed that some of our services over the last few years have 

been described as joint or cluster services, particularly those Sundays when 

there has been a fifth Sunday. For the last couple of years we have had some 

shared study courses: perhaps the most obvious joint event is the Good Friday 

walk, when we start at either Warnford or Langrish and walk to the other end, 

calling in at the other churches on the way. This has been an informal 

relationship until last year when we began having conversations about making 

this more formal. Towards the end of 2019 all the churches were asked if they 

would like to begin the process of becoming a United Benefice and I’m pleased 

to say that all the churches agreed.                                                                                                           

On the ground you will notice very little difference because this doesn’t mean 

becoming one big parish: all four churches will continue to have services; I will 

continue to be the vicar for East Meon and Langrish and we will continue to 

celebrate the unique contribution that each church makes to its community. But 

there are times when being a small church creates limits to what we can do 

effectively. By coming together formally we can ensure more effective ministry 

for the whole community, which includes pastoral cover for all parishes for 

seven days a week and fifty-two weeks of the year; a sharing of resources across 

all four parishes and avoidance of duplication in services and supplies bought in. 

When Mary is licensed, we will begin using our new name, ‘The Upper Meon 

Benefice’ and when the legal bits are all sorted, I will become Priest in Charge of 

the United Benefice, carrying legal responsibility for all four parishes. Both Mary 

and I will be licensed to work in all four churches although her primary focus will 
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be West Meon and Warnford, mine will be East Meon and Langrish. As we look 

forward to this next stage of our lives together, our Archdeacon – Gavin Collins – 

has offered a prayer for us to use: 

‘God of endings and beginnings, 
we give you thanks for the life of our churches and 
the faithful worshippers and ministers 
who have served you and the people of our communities over many years. 
Guided by your spirit of wisdom and courage 
help us to take this work forward in new and exciting ways 
that we might all be encouraged to.’ 
Live clearly as your disciples, 
Pray that many more people would come to know you and your love 
and Serve the world around us. 
In Jesus’ name, 
Amen 
 
With best wishes, 
 

Rev’d Jane Ball 

SERVICES IN CHURCH 

Sadly due to the new restrictions bought in very recently and endorsed by the 

Archbishops of Canterbury and York, our churches have to remain completely 

shut, with no one, including vicars allowed to go in. For some this is difficult as 

our church is quiet and one is unlikely to meet others there. Nevertheless this is 

the ruling and after all Langrish Church is just a building. 

Meanwhile the vicar, restricted to home as we all are, is saying Morning and 

Evening Prayer each day at 9 AM and 4:30 PM and invites all who wish to join 

her in their homes at those times. On Sundays, she is intending to say Morning 

Prayer and Compline using Zoom so that people can join in over the Internet. 

All the Easter services and activities have been cancelled – it will seem very 

strange. It seems likely that we will not be able to meet together in church for 

several months yet. 

The Vicar will keep parishioners informed of changes as they occur on either 

Pew News or by email and important ones affecting community will be posted 

on the Squeaker website or on the Friends Facebook page. 
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BROADBAND – THE LAST TIME 

I hope that this is the last Squeaker article that I write on superfast broadband! 

Nearly everybody in Langrish and Ramsdean now has access to FTTP (fibre to 

the premises) broadband which gives at the moment speeds as fast as 300 mbps 

(yet faster speeds can be offered in future because we have fibre of virtually 

unlimited capacity coming into our houses.)  

An exception at the moment is Pidham Cottage which seems to be stuck 

between the provisions for Langrish and Ramsdean. If anyone else feels they 

can’t get access to superfast broadband, please let me know. 

Most of us have so far gone with BT for our superfast broadband but we have a 

small number of people on Zen. As far as I am aware, these are the only 2 

vendors bothering to provide the service in Langrish and Ramsdean although I 

believe Sky will sign you up for a superfast service and then only offer you old 

fashioned broadband over your existing phone line.  

Getting to superfast broadband has been a long haul for our villages. However 

we are fortunate that it was not possible to provide a decent broadband service 

over are copper phone lines because of the distance of our old cabinet in 

Stroud. So although were late to the table, we have ended up with a much 

better service than most of our surrounding villages. 

And it was just in time to help us all survive the current corona virus crisis. So 

many people have said to me that with their children isolated at home, things 

would have been really difficult without it. Betty and I much enjoy our family 

videoconferences using Zoom (which if you haven’t tried it, is extremely easy to 

use.) Our 10 year old granddaughter is using it to keep in touch with her friends.  

 

Ian Wesley 
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LANGRISH WEATHER 2019 

Rainfall  

Another average year for rainfall: total rainfall was 39.6 inches compared to our 

average of 40 inches. It seems a much wetter year than that, as I write, probably 

down to the fact that 22.3 inches fell in the last four months of the year.  

 

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 
 

2016 
 

2017 
     

2018 
 

2019            

Rainfall 41 32 30 51 48 47 38 
 

33 
 

32 35 
        

39.6 

Average 
rainfall 40 40 40 40 40 40 

 
40 

 
40 

 
40 40 

 
40 

Temperature 

It was another temperate year with no extremes: the lowest temperature in 

2019 was -4.4°C on 31st  January; the highest temperature was 32.3°C on 23rd 

July. 

Which is our wettest month? 

I have looked back over my records for the last 12 years to see which is our 

wettest month; the results are in the attached table. Overall the results aren’t 

too surprising with most rainfall in winter months and the best time to holiday 

in June and September.  

Ranking Month Average rainfall 
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    inches 

1 January 4.8 

2 November 4.4 

3 December 4.0 

4 October 3.4 

5 February 3.2 

6 August 3.0 

7 April 2.7 

8 March 2.6 

9 July 2.4 

10 May 2.3 

11 September 2.1 

12 June 2.1 

Stop Press 

January 2020 has carried on our wet weather trend with 6.6 inches of rainfall! 

A new weather station for 2020 

I have significantly updated my weather station by purchasing a professional 

level product, a Davis Vantage Pro 2 if you’re interested! This now means that 

you can access “Langrish Weather” in real time using the following link which 

you can bookmark in your browser for easy access. Alternatively, you can follow 

the link on the Squeaker website:  

https://www.weatherlink.com/embeddablePage/show/e7fb481459124d7d9f1f

6f6ec6627fef/fullscreen 

 

Ian Wesley 12 February 2020 

 

 

  

https://www.weatherlink.com/embeddablePage/show/e7fb481459124d7d9f1f6f6ec6627fef/fullscreen
https://www.weatherlink.com/embeddablePage/show/e7fb481459124d7d9f1f6f6ec6627fef/fullscreen
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BOOK REVIEW - LANGRISH BOOK CLUB 

January 2020 

All Among the Barley by Melissa Harrison 
 
Set on a farm in Suffolk just before WWII, it introduces a girl on the cusp of 
girlhood. The shadow of the Great War still hangs over 14yr old Edie and the 
farming community. The descriptions of the farm and the countryside are 
beautifully scripted and you feel as if you are really there. 
 
Glamorous outsider Connie arrives with a view to study the old ways and 
maintain them rather than embrace modernity, but brings with her new political 
and social beliefs. Edie thinks Connie is a godsend but she must learn whose 
version of reality to trust as she decides what to do with her life after finishing 
school. Following the rhythms of the natural world and pastoral life, the story is 
also a powerful and timely novel about influence, the lessons of history and the 
dangers of nostalgia.  
 
It’s a story of how little women were able to contribute and as Edie looks back, 
her choices were coloured by this attitude and her own expectations. 
 

February 2020 

This is going to Hurt by Adam Kay 
 
This meeting did not take place because of COVID-19 
 

Julie Blackwell 

NATURE NOTES 

It was shortly after Christmas that I heard from several different people that 

they had seen some white birds, that were larger than white doves, down by the 

Wool Pond at Langrish House and with the cattle on the damper meadows of 

Home Farm as well as on a tree in a garden in The Close.  

So what were they? 

There were two alternatives, both of which are rare, and both on the Red Data 

List for birds in this country. The choice was between Cattle Egrets (Bulbulcus 

ibis) - particularly as they had been seen with cattle, or Little Egrets (Egretta 

garzetta).  The only way to find out was to get a photo of them because there 
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are distinguishing features between them. With difficulty, Dave Walder 

managed to get some distant pictures of them which immediately showed that 

they were in fact, Little Egrets has they had black bills and legs. 

So what is the difference between the two types? The Little Egret is larger, with 

a wingspan of up to 92 cm. Its bill is black as are its legs, but the feet, which one 

rarely sees, are yellow. In the breeding season is has long white neck plumes. 

They are sociable birds often seen in small flocks – as these were. I believe that 

16 were counted together on one occasion!  They are birds of freshwater, 

coastal and other wetlands, feeding on small fish, amphibians and small reptiles. 

 

The ‘Langrish’ Little Egret 

Until lately, Little Egrets were rare visitors to our shores although they were 

present here and probably common until the late Mediaeval Period. They were 

considered a delicacy and were listed on the menu for the Coronation Banquet 

of Henry VI in 1429. They were also hunted for their feathers as the long neck 

plumes were used as decorations for hats. But it was climate change – the 

coming of the Little Ice Age that forced them out of Britain into Southern Europe 

and beyond, where they continued to be hunted for their plumes. These were 

considered more valuable than gold and were smuggled into the richer parts of 

Europe to decorate hats with ’Osprey’ plumes! 

The Cattle Egret is smaller and in winter completely white but with a buff colour 

on its breast during the breeding season. It has a yellow bill and yellow legs and 

is rarer. It tends to exploit drier areas such as pastures, farmland as well as 

wetlands and seasonally inundated grasslands. As their name implies, they often 

accompany cattle, feeding on a wide range of such things as insects, frogs and 
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earthworms disturbed by the cattle’s hooves. They are to be found all round the 

World. 

 

Cattle Egrets with yellow bills and legs 

The first recent sighting of Little Egrets in the UK was on Brownsea Island in 

Dorset in 1966, from where they spread and are now a common sight around 

the South Coast of England coming inland during the winter. Chichester Harbour 

and its environs now hold some of the largest breeding concentrations in the 

UK. 

Cattle Egrets came later, being first sighted in 2007. They are known to breed in 

Hampshire and have been found nesting in Langstone Harbour. 

So what about the Langrish Little Egrets? It appears that they have probably 

been coming here for the last two – three years – but not really been 

commented upon. They come in November and are gone, presumably to their 

breeding grounds, by the end of January – beginning of February. 

Let us hope that they will return again this year and more of us will see them 
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QUIZ  

Medical, but not too difficult!  

1. Periorbital haematoma is the clinical term for what? 

2. What is scoliosis? 

3. The smallest muscle in the body, the stapedius, is found where? 

4. Photophobia is extreme sensitivity to what? 

5. Which is the largest gland in the human body? 

6. Which acid is produced in the muscles during exercise? 

7. What would you be suffering from if you had an epistaxis? 

8. In which glandular organ is insulin produced? 

9. How many ribs does the human body have? 

10. What is the medical name for German measles? 

11. What vitamin deficiency causes scurvy? 

12. The condition strabismus, affects which part of the body? 

13. Anosmia is the loss of which sense? 

14. Dyspepsia is the medical term for which complaint? 

15. Where in the body would you find the talus bone 

16. Composed of 60% fat, what is the fattest organ in the body? 

 

 

USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS 

Police 101 (non 999 emergencies) or 01962 841534 (faster!)                                    

Community Support Officer—PCSO 11357 Tricia Gibbs                                                      

Email—patricia.gibbs@hampshire.pnn.police.ukMobile—07554 775 521 

East Meon Care Group 

Provides transport to surgeries and hospital outpatients for the elderly and 

disabled.       

Call 0705 017 7505  

 Citizens Advice Bureau 

Tel - 03444 111306 / 0300 3300650) or www.adviceguide.org.uk 

mailto:Email—patricia.gibbs@hampshire.pnn.police.uk
http://www.adviceguide.org.uk/
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WHO’S WHO 

Parish Council  

Mrs Rosemary Hopewell (Chairman & Tree Warden) 261354
 r.radleysmith@gmail.com 

Mr Ian Blackwell       263972 

Mrs Debbie Luff       823550 

Mr Nigel Talbot-Ponsonby     266941 

Mr Steve Tuff       823205           

Mr Ian Wesley (Vice Chairman, IT & Planning)  231081
 ian.c.wesley@gmail.com 

Mrs Helen Marsh (Clerk)     823352    
         langrishparishcouncil@gmail.com 

County & District Councillor  

Cllr Rob Mocatta       robert.mocatta@easthants.gov.uk 

Parochial Church Council  

Vicar  

Rev.d Jane Ball       823221    
         revjaneball@gmail.com 

Churchwarden 

Mrs Rosemary Hopewell  261354
 r.radleysmith@gmail.com 

Councillors 

Mr Jon Allen (Hon. Treasurer) 

Mrs Julie Blackwell  

 Mrs Charlotte Denby  

Cdre David Mowlam (Secretary &Electoral Roll Officer) 

Mrs Susan Ricketts (Deanery Synod Rep) 

Mrs Joy Sang (Deanery Synod Rep) 

Mr Nigel Talbot-Ponsonby  
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Langrish and Ramsdean Friends 

Rosemary Hopewell (Chairman) 261354 r.radleysmith@gmail.com 

Sylvia Deadman (Treasurer)  265354 sdeadman@toucansurf.com 

Charlotte Hetherington (Secretary) 263458 charlottehetherington@hotmail.com 

Betty Wesley (Events)   231081 betty.wesley@gmail.com 

Joy Barden     301591 

Julie Blackwell    263972    

David Butcher    823053 

Jan Mallett     261201 

Squeaker Committee 

Rosemary Hopewell   261354 rch.langrish@gmail.com 

Doris Rattray    823419 

Ian Wesley     231081 

 

Langrish Primary School Governors       263883  

Mr James Greenwood - Chair of Governors  

Ms Julie Gray - Vice Chair  

Mr Phil Shaw  

Mrs Paula Oppenheimer 

Mr Ray Dudman  

Mr Mike Capon 

Mr Richard Pelling 

Mr Alan Burgess - Associate Member 

Mrs Sarah Wright - Head Teacher 

Mrs Catherine Madden -Clerk to Governing Body 

 

  

mailto:sdeadman@toucansurf.com
mailto:betty.wesley@gmail.com
mailto:rch.langrish@gmail.com
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BUS TIMETABLE 
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GAIN A CLEAR PERSPECTIVE ON 

YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE 
I provide a local and comprehensive financial planning 

service, offering specialist face-to-face advice tailored to you. 

My services include: 

 

 Investment Planning 

 Retirement Planning 

 Inheritance Tax Planning              

 Intergenerational Planning 

 

 

Joy Barden DipPFS 
Partner at the Joy Barden Practice 

Partner Practice of St. James’s Place Wealth Management 

Tel: 01730 301591 Email: joy.barden@sjpp.co.uk 

The Joy Barden Practice, 4 Ridgeway Office Park,  

Bedford Road, Petersfield, GU32 3QF 

 

The Partner Practice is an Appointed Representative of and represents only St. James’s Place Wealth Management plc  

(which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority) for the purpose of advising solely on the group’s 

website www.sjp.co.uk.products. The titles ‘Partner’ and Partner Practice’ are marketing terms used to describe St. James’s 

Place representatives. 

 

 

mailto:joy.barden@sjpp.co.uk
http://www.sjp.co.uk.products/
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Bricklaying and Building 

Contractor 

  

Geoff D. Cook 

From Home Extensions to Garden Walls 

Free Estimates 

Horndean 02392 595054 

  

Quality Craftsmanship and Reliable Service 
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Rattray Tree Services 

  

Thomas Rattray 

  

Telephone 01730858943  

 or 07595401427 

 

rattraytom@yahoo.co.uk 
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Flexible Tutoring for 7-11 year olds 
 

Academic GCSE student offers engaging and confidence 

boosting regular or one-off Tutoring sessions for 7-11 year olds in 

English and Maths.  

Pre-entrance test revision or booster sessions are also available. 
 

Contact Sacha Fairweather on 07471477760 
or sachafairweather@icloud.com. 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

mailto:sachafairweather@icloud.com
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